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simpler goods and take trouble in f selecting them for their real beauty.11 It will be
remembered that Professor Smart similarly pleaded for a more adequate analysis of con-
sumption and its effects tban English economists have generally given and suggested " the
substitution of a thoughtless and irresponsible one.'* To admit all this, in no way, affects
my position that it is not good for India, While its agriculture and industry are ill-
developed, that its educational system should be turning out large and increasing numbers
of matriculates and graduates, whose aim and economic salvation consist in obtaining under
the'guise of clerical or similar work an assured title to a share in the national supply
of the essential needs of life produced by others, while they themselves contribute in
no appreciable degree towards their production, but merely constitute, in fact, parasites in
tbe economic system. The preceding observations will have served their purpose if they
havfi succeeded in centering attention on the problem of the day in our country : economic
changes and educational adjustments so as to secure increasing employment of tho right
sort for the youth of the country It will be the task of the National Economic Council
or Board to woiIs out a detailed plan, and it will obviously have to examine several
factors that help or hamper the desired changes, among others, the existing diversity of
industrial organization, currency and banking conditions, the tariffs and the " Labour
Problem." Labour indeed offers to tbe economic reformer not one hut^several problems,
such as the basis of reward for work, including an allowance during periods of enforced
idleness, regulation of conditions of work, the place of labour organizations in the control
of industry, and last but not least, provision for training and systematic recruitment.
Secondary education, even in advanced countries like England, is only for the few,
and Mr. Fisher had to point out that it was <( one of the weakest points of the English
system of education that so small a proportion of the population'proceeded to the secondary
schools, and that so small a proportion of those who did were able to stay for a full
period," Tbe problems of educational reform and adjustment of the educational system to
the economic requirements of a country are many and complex, and before they are
examined with reference tn Indian conditions, it is desirable to review briefly the changes
that have taken place, or are taking place iu the leading countries in the West.
Vocational Education,
The terms, vocational education and vocational guidance, are American, though the
ideas underlying them are not. It is America, however, that has, with characteristic
thoroughness, developed tbe theory, the practice and the literature of the subject to an
extraordinary degree. One definition of vacational education that will serve our present
purpose limits it to " that part of the educative process which directs the activities and
controls the environment of the learner to the end that he may acquire the mental attri-
butes and abilities which make him an efficient and happy economic producer."
The progreps of vocational education in the United States of America has be*»n re-
markably rapid. As a result of 'the recommendations of a Federal Commission, the
Vocational Education Act was passed in 1917, and a federal board for vocational education
was organized in the following year. The Board co-operates with the States in the
promotion of vocational education in agriculture, trade, industries and home economics,
the ecope of education being denned as of less than college grade.
Germany has been years ahead of the United States of America, " She has aimed
definitely at tbe building up of a great industrial nation by the systematic training of all
grades, from leaders to workmen, The State, the municipality, the employed and the
employer have all come to believe in education of all types including compulsory conti-
nuation education.
Although England can show a considerable number of junior technical schools and
higher technical courses, and her special contribution to tins branch of education, evening
classes, in respect of quality, amount or degree of co-ordination with industry, she cannot
be said to have advanced as far as either tbe Uuited States of America or Germany, In
fact, at the present time, she may be said to be more remarkable for aspirations and plans
than for achievement. It is paradoxical that although the industrial revolution made its
appearance first in England, that country should be the last to adjust her educational
methods to the new industrial environment.
There are a number of training centres, where among the industries taught are
elementary practical courses in the building trades, in furniture making, and in Engineer-
tag* The underlying idea is to prepare for employment in some skilled branch of almost
Vocational Training in Ireland.
^^
in Ireland aie of  even greater interest to us in India.    The Irish
tage&fcfy appointed a Commission to report on the system of technical education

